Cloud E-mail Services
SIMPLY GOOD NEWS

Spam Filtering

No more spam - without hardware, software and effort
The advantage of a spam filter seems to be simple - to keep all unwanted emails from arriving at your own mail server.
The Hornetsecurity Managed Spamfilter Service offers much more. The most valuable benefits at a glance.

Protection against malicious emails

Transparency and monitoring

The spam filter service offers the highest detection rates in the market
with a guaranteed spam detection of 99.9% and a virus detection of
99,99%. It protects the mail server from DDoS attacks and users from
phishing emails. Over 95% of all spam is blocked upon arrival – as a
result, the quarantine remains clear and easy to manage.

The spam filter service offers companies the option to
lay down the rules for the use and monitoring of emails
as a means of communication. For this to happen, a high
level of transparency and control is needed. These
requirements allow Hornetsecurity to use a role-based
rights management system to collect large amounts of
statistical email data and track live emails.

Protecting legitimate email trafﬁc
Should the email server of our customer be unavailable, incoming
emails will be stored for up to 7 days, and will be delivered
automatically when the server comes back on. With the optional
continuity and email archive services, customers will always be able to
receive, send and archive emails in a manner that ensures data integrity.

Easy use
The best news for end users: Spam is filtered out safely and automatically.
Should a message land in quarantine by mistake, it can be restored with
just one click directly from the concise spam report. The spam reports can
be delivered at times that are tailored to your requirements.

Easy management
The spam filter service is a fully managed solution, i.e.
administrators no longer have to worry about installations,
updates and monitoring because management and
operations are handled by Hornetsecurity. The web-based
control panel can be used to maintain an email footer and
to define policies easily and centrally.

E-Mail Continuity

Secure your email trafﬁc: The Email Continuity Service protects your email system effectively from outages.
The email system is down, mails cannot be sent or received any longer. For such an emergency case the Continuity Service is the ideal
stand-by system. Activated within seconds, the service keeps your email traffic running.

High availability of mail trafﬁc

Easy management

Power outages, hard disk crashes or other damage – there are
many causes for email traffic breakdowns. It is important, that
alternative solutions are available that kick-in in case of
emergencies, so as to ensure that no emails are lost and that
employees can continue sending and receiving messages.

The continuous availability of email traffic through additional
services such as the Continuity Service by Hornetsecurity is set
up in a matter of seconds. Basically, separate management is
not necessary since the service kicks in automatically should
the email infrastructure break down.

Compliance, transparency and control

Easy use

Always retaining an overview is important – this is especially true for
email traffic. A high level of transparency of the incoming and
outgoing message flow helps tremendously. However, data privacy
must always be complied with.

It's great, when employees can continue working without
interruption when the mail server infrastructure is down. Easy
application of the alternatives is crucial. The Continuity Service
by Hornetsecurity provides users with suitable options.

E-Mail Archiving

No compromises – fully automated, 100 % archiving at affordable costs
Legally compliant and audit-proof archiving of emails without administration effort but easy access to the data - thanks to Hornetsecurity.

Secure storage

Easy management

Business emails often include sensitive content that cannot afford
to be lost – for legal reasons, but also simply so that it can be
accessed again in the event of a query. Automatic and secure
email storage is indispensable for this.

It only takes a few clicks to manage Aeternum – no matter
whether you are importing or exporting emails, or configuring
the basic settings for the archive period. This saves time for IT
staff and, consequently, reduces costs.

Compliance, transparency and control

Easy search and retrieval of emails

Business emails are subject to the same legal requirements as
traditional letters. They must be stored for a particular period of
time, and kept available so that auditors can access the emails at
any time.

It can be difficult to keep track of the daily flood of emails.
Easily finding and restoring messages to your inbox not only
requires good search algorithms, but also the option to limit
and refine search results using a variety of parameters.

E-Mail Encryption

Secure email communicationfully automatic and made easy with Hornetsecurity
A secure email communication is getting more and more important – a comfortable management and usability is a must , too. The Hornetsecurity
Email Encryption Service connects both arguments with each other in one solution.

Protection against spying

Easy management

Business emails often contain internal company information, personal
data or other sensitive content that must especially be protected
against spying. A strong encryption solution will help with this.

Hornetsecurity provides IT administrators with numerous
options for making email traffic as straightforward as
possible to encrypt and manage.

Compliance, transparency and control

Easy use

Implementing email encryption in a company always involves
defining rules and policies at a central point, but also being able to
quickly obtain an overview of all encrypted email traffic at any time.

Hornetsecurity’s cloud-based encryption technology
takes administration out of end users’ hands, removing
the need for them to deal with it at all.

Hornetsecurity Advanced Threat Protection (ATP)

Detect and prevent highly complex and sophisticated attacks - effectively and in real time.
A secure email communication is getting more and more important – a comfortable management and usability is a must , too. The Hornetsecurity
Email Encryption Service connects both arguments with each other in one solution.

Protection against ransomware
Protection against blended attacks

Integration of Hornetsecurity ATP into email security management.
Hornetsecurity ATP integrates seamlessly into spam and virus filters. Emails that have
passed this first test are subjected to further analysis by Hornetsecurity ATP. Among other
thing, the service executes attachments and observes their behaviour in detail.

Protection against targeted attacks
Protection against digital espionage
Notiﬁcation of attacks
Fig. : Spam and virus filter procedure
with Hornetsecurity ATP

About InternetNow!

About Hornetsecurity

InternetNow is the name to rely upon for e-mail consultancy. We
started our business in 1999 by developing MailNow!, a corporate
e-mail server software. The product won the “Best Software Merit
Award” at APMITTA 2000.

Hornetsecurity is a provider premium of cloud e-mail services. Our
services provide perfect and safe Internet communication without
investments into hardware or software and totally free of administration
or maintenance efforts for IT managers and users.

Our R&D department has since developed various e-mail related
products including ProtectNow! (an e-mail filtering solution) and
Armadillo (a spam filtering appliance).

Our customers are companies of all sizes: Starting from small and
medium-sized companies to large enterprises. In fact some of the
biggest names in Europe are putting their trust in our hands to take
care of the security of their e-mail systems.

Having ventured into providing cloud-based services in 2010, it
was only natural for us to do the same with our e-mail solutions. In
fact our existing expertise in the e-mail domain makes us the
perfect partner for Hornetsecurity.

Our Malaysian Customers - SMEs and Enterprises

Our headquarter is located in Hannover, Germany. Our services are
being generated via several data centers in Europe.

Contact us today for a free consultation

